The high speed and low latency of 5G mobile network have accelerated the speed and amount of information transmission. Web video is likely to become the main mode of news production and dissemination in the future for its richer information and more convenient dissemination, which will subvert the traditional mode of event mining. Therefore, event mining based on web videos has become a new research hotspot. However, web videos are vulnerable to video editing, lighting, shooting perspective and shooting angle, and other factors, resulting in the inaccurate visual similarity detection problem. Generally speaking, effectively integrating humungous volumes of cross-model information would give a great help. However, web videos are described with few terms, and thus sparse text information becomes a challenge for cross-model information combination. To address this issue, this paper proposes a new collaborative optimization framework with the combination of inaccurate visual similarity detection information and sparse textual information. This framework is composed of three steps. After obtaining the statistics of the distribution characteristics of each word in all Near-Duplicate Keyframes (NDKs), the high-level semantic cross-correlation between NDKs is first mined with the help of textual features, forming a new set of semantic relevant NDKs with different visual expressions. Next, textual distribution features are enriched through finding more semantically related words by the new NDK set with various forms of visual expressions, solving the sparse distribution problem for each word in all NDKs. Finally, Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) is used to mine the events. Experimental results with a large number of real data demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms the existing methods for web video event mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the rapid development of mobile internet and the popularity of smart phones have made them the main tools for people to obtain information. With the advent of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xin Luo . 5G era, web videos have also become the leading carrier of information exchange. Take YouTube as an example. In YuTube, 1.9 billion users log on each month, and people watch more than 1 billion hours of videos each day and watch more than 1 billion times a day [1] . In the near future, mainstream media such as CNN, CCTV, and BBC will take web videos as the primary means of news dissemination.
Moreover, the prices of the video production equipment and storage medium have dropped dramatically, which further reduces the costs of news production and dissemination. Self-media and new media with individual subjects will become new channels for information dissemination and sharing among general users. The massive web videos, fast information dissemination channels, and ubiquitous information producers and disseminators make it difficult for the general users to grasp the major events for every hot topic.
Web videos are full of visual information, but they are vulnerable to video editing, lighting, shooting perspective and shooting angle, and other factors, resulting in the problem of inaccurate visual similarity detection. To address this problem, the high-level semantic correlation between videos would be very helpful. As shown in Figure 1 , there are three groups (NDK 1 and NDK 4 , NDK 2 and NDK 5 , NDK 3 and NDK 6 ) consisting of six NDKs (Near-Duplicate Keyframes). Different lighting conditions, angles, and video clips caused the visual similarity detection errors. The keyframes that should be visual similar were allocated to different NDKs. It is easy to find that for each group, the text information of the subjects represented by these visually similar key frames is correlated. For example, the title of the first group (NDK 1 and NDK 4 ) is ''100 days countdown to the Beijing Olympic Games'', the title of the second group (NDK 2 and NDK 5 ) is ''Beijing Olympic Songs Awards Gala'', and the title of the third group (NDK 3 and NDK 6 ) is ''Phelps in Beijing''. Therefore, the high-level semantic cross-correlation between NDKs can mine more NDKs with different visual expressions. However, only a dozen words are used to describe the content for each video in social networks. Moreover, consensus, polysemy, multilingualism, cognitive ability, customary vocabulary, and educational background make people use totally different terms when uploading even duplicate web videos. This leads to the low probability of repetition of terms describing web videos and sparse data of text information, which makes it difficult to mine enough effective high-level semantic associations between web videos. Thus, the sparsity of text information has become a new urgent problem. Moreover, the visually similar keyframes are allocated to different NDKs (as shown in Figure 1 ), which aggravates the problem of data sparsity. Therefore, we can use the high degree of semantic associations to find visually similar NDKs and bring them together. In this way, a large number of keyframes with similar themes but varied visual representations can be successfully gathered together to form a new NDK set. Moreover, the aforementioned method can increase the frequency of words describing the videos, thus alleviating the problem of sparse text data. As shown in Figure 1 , ''100 Days'', ''Countdown'', ''Song collection'', and ''Phelps in Beijing'' make the features of text information more stable. In addition, for some words in the text information, such as ''award'' and ''party'', which occur only once, the importance of these words can also be highlighted. They can be used to find the semantic information lost by NDKs that are visually related, thus enriching the text information and effectively solving the problem of data sparsity. This paper proposes a new framework for event mining based on web videos through collaborative optimization by combining inaccurate visual similarity detection information and sparse textual information. The main novelty and contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) Faced with the challenges of the ever-changing form of visual expression and the limited number of noisy text information, a new framework is proposed in this paper, which combines the high-level semantic correlation between visual information and the richness of text description under the same theme to mine the events. This framework not only effectively solves the problem of visual singularity which restricts the accuracy of the low-level visual features, but also greatly improves the influence and effect of text distribution features. 2) This paper proposes a new method to solve the problem of inaccurate visual similarity detection, which is easily affected by video editing, lighting, and shooting angle. This method uses the high-level semantic relationship between NDKs to cluster the NDKs with various visual manifestations to form a new NDK set. Each newly formed NDK set has the same theme in a variety of visual representations. The new method broadens the scope of visual similarity detection, which can bring together more key frames with different visual forms and the same theme. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. The implementation details of solving the inaccurate visual similarity detection and sparse textual problems in the proposed framework are discussed in Section III. Experimental results are shown in Section IV. The concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. DEFINITIONS 1) TOPIC
Usually, a topic consists of a series of important events [2] . ''Hot topics'' refer to a series of events that many people paid close attention in a period of time. ''Hot topics'' have the following commonalities: (1) They are frequently reported by one news organization or repeatedly reported by multiple news organizations; (2) A series of events related to the topics are repeatedly reported to varying degrees; and (3) The degree of attention paid to the topics is constantly changing as time goes by.
2) EVENT
An event refers to a special thing occurring at a specific time and place, as well as all the consequences and analyses caused by them [2] . Events are an important part of the topic. Special things can be earthquake, competition, fire, and so on. They are explosive. Things on the same topic usually have a common purpose and occur at a relatively recent time or place.
3) NDK
An NDK is a data set formed by a series of visually similar keyframes. NDKs introduce completely different visual changes among various data sets due to different lens acquisition time, lens settings, and lighting conditions [3] . Nowadays, NDKs have been widely used in Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) as an important visual feature [4] , [5] .
B. TDT
TDT (Topic Detection and Tracking) can automatically generate a series of news articles on the Internet into relevant topics [6] . In the traditional text field, a large number of scholars focus on topic detection and tracking based on news articles. A lot of outstanding contributions have been made and fruitful results have been achieved (e.g., [2] , [7] - [16] ). With the extensive application of pictures and videos, topic detection and tracking based on multimedia data has gradually become popular. For the multimedia fields, topics were always tracked by visual replicas [17] , [18] , which gives rise to the concept of NDKs. In NDKs, the detection mainly focuses on calculating the similarity of keyframes between videos, which is a commonly used method in practical applications [19] . NDKs play a key role in measuring the video similarity and the tracking of multi-language video shots [3] , [17] . With the help of NDKs, events from different media are linked into themes through text collaborative clustering [4] . Of course, events in different media can be connected not only by text information, but also by visual similarity matching of shots in different videos [20] - [23] . It can even dig out the relationship behind these news and finally show them more stereoscopically in a graphical way. With the emergence of video logs, the research based on this model is also corresponding to the birth of the combination of the automatic annotation technology and video log for video management [24] . For example, sports videos are an important application of videos. Event mining based on sports videos has also done a lot of research [25] . Experimental results showed that the integration of text and sports video analysis would be of great help to sports video event detection. The research on topic mining based on the duality between video and text has also made some progress [5] , [26] . As an important feature of data mining and text information fusion, time [27] also proves to help improve the effect, and thus visual feature trajectory is also applied to video event mining [28] .
C. MODEL OF MULTIPLE CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS (MCA)
MCA is good at mining and calculating the correlation between two or more variables [29] . This will help to enrich the relationship between two pairs of two and many to many relationships in network videos [30] . Concept level detection through MCA has already been successfully applied and achieved good results [31] - [33] . Using the above characteristics of MCA for video-based event mining, MCA can better mine the correlation between text features extracted from video and visual features. However, the characteristics of videos itself bring new challenges to MCA, and it is difficult to achieve reasonably good results if we simply apply MCA to the video data. For example, people have different educational backgrounds, habits, and even languages, so they may use very different words to describe the same video content, which greatly reduces the effectiveness of MCA. Some studies have even tried to improve the semantic relevance of videos by mining the visual correlation between NDKs [33] , but the effect is not satisfactory.
In order to improve the effect of topic detection, a lot of work has been done from the original vector space model to LDA model [34] , [35] . It even extends the semantic knowledge beyond the video to the text information in the video [36] , [37] . However, the sparsity of text data caused by the noisy semantic information and the poor robustness of NDKbased features caused by visual similarity detection errors have become an important bottleneck for effective event mining. We believe that the solution of these two problems will also play an important role in feature extraction and event mining based on text and visual information. Therefore, in the current work, we first explored to use high-level semantic relationships among NDKs to find more related NDKs with different visual expressions. Then, we try to make use of the visual information association of NDKs, increase the stability of text features, and solve the problem of the sparse distribution of text information in NDKs with the objective to improve the effect of event mining. Finally, we map the relationship between the terms and NDKs into a two-dimensional matrix, and use the weighted matrix to calculate the distribution of text information in NDKs, which is an important basis for event mining. 
III. THE PROPOSED COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
A. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK Figure 2 illustrates the proposed framework which consists of three components, namely data preprocessing, collaborative optimization and MCA.
First, the boundary of each shot of all videos is detected, and then the key frames of each shot are taken to form a keyframe sequence to represent the main content of each video. Thus, each video is represented by a series of keyframes. Next, the visual similarity detection algorithm is used to calculate the similarity between keyframes for different videos. Here, the Harris-Laplace algorithm based on the SIFT features is used to detect local points as effective features [38] . We regard an open and useful tool as an effective treatment method [39] . After that, the transitive closure algorithm is used to group visually similar keyframes into several classes, each of which represents a visual representation of the topic. All videos in YouTube are described by their titles and tags, which are provided by the general users. Hence, the title and tag are used as the main text features of a video. Aiming to enhance the function of textual features and reduce the influence of noise information, special characters have been deleted. In order to better grasp the main meaning of the sentence, the stem of the sentence has been pruned.
After data preprocessing, an indicator matrix is formed for each topic, with each NDK as the row and each word as the column. The distribution characteristics of each word in all NDKs will be calculated, while the last column is used to mark which event each NDK actually belongs to. Since each NDK represents only one visual representation of a topic and visual similarity detection errors exist between keyrames, it will make the NDK more scattered. There are numerous terms accompanied with each NDK, while textual features convey useful information. Hence, we try to mine the textual distribution information for each NDK. However, terms are uploaded by the general users, and therefore, the textual distribution feature is easily to be influenced by the habits of expressions, educational backgrounds, languages, and other factors. The sparsity of text distribution features becomes an inevitable problem. This might lead to inaccurate and unstable text distribution characteristics. Therefore, a novel collaborative optimization model is proposed to solve the inaccurate similarity detection and text sparsity problems.
Because MCA can discover the correlations of many variables in the matrix, it can be utilized to transform the relationship between texts and NDKs into the calculation of correlations among various variables. Thus, event mining can be achieved through the fusion of text and visual information through the feature distribution of texts in NDKs. After MCA, each video represented by NDKs can be classified to an event with the largest similarity value according to the corresponding relationship between NDKs and events calculated by MCA.
B. DATA PREPROCESSING
As shown in Table 1 , in addition to visual information, text information is also an important source of information for describing the video content. The keyframes from videos are extracted and the visual approximation keyframes will be generated. For visual information, after extracting the keyframes, SIFT features [38] are used as the main features of the visual similarity detection for each keyframe. Then, the Harris-laplace algorithm is adopted to detect the local features. After that, several public tools [39] are utilized to calculate the similarity of keyframes between different videos. Finally, the passing closure algorithm is applied to generate clusters. The keyframes of similar forms are clustered into groups, namely NDKs. In addition, text information on social networking sites is full of noise because it is generally described in more than a dozen words. WEKA [40] is used to evaluate the significance of each term. After removing the stop words and special symbols, we prune the words, arrange all terms in a descending order of the significance values, get the threshold of the largest gap according to the difference between the two adjacent terms, and then set the weight to filter out the terms with a smaller weight.
C. COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION
As shown in Figure 3 , the collaborative optimization component consists of three stages: distribution characteristics of terms in NDKs, mining high-level semantic cross-correlation, and enriching the sparsity of text distribution information. First, the distribution of texts in NDKs is calculated and the relationship between textual and visual information is established. Then, due to the complexity of visual content information and its characteristics (i.e., massive, unstructured, highlevel, and multi-level), traditional image retrieval technology is prone to visual similarity detection errors. In the meantime, the differences of individual cognition and expression levels will lead to different understanding for the same scene. Therefore, a cross-media model is developed to mine the visual correlations of NDKs by using the semantic associations of texts, find the keyframes whose visual similarity is assigned to different NDKs, and form a new NDK set with the same theme. Finally, due to the shortcomings of text information (such as noisy, less informative, more synonyms, and in various languages), visual information can aggregate contentrelated NDKs. Therefore, visual information association is used to mine text information and enhance the stability of text features to solve the problem of the sparse distribution of text information in NDKs and to improve the effectiveness of event mining.
1) DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF TERMS IN NDKS
It is well acknowledged that events in the same theme or scene can be represented through various visual expression forms. The richness of visual expression forms, to some extent, increases the difficulty of similarity detection between videos. For example, videos are vulnerable to illuminations, shots, video editing, and visual similarity detection algorithms. When detecting the visual similarity keyframes, keyframes with the same theme may also be divided into completely different NDKs. This would pose a huge challenge to event mining based on web videos. However, web videos usually use text information to describe the video content with titles and tags. These words can often express the same theme between them, which will be of great help to event mining based only on the underlying visual features. Therefore, the correlations between keyframes of visual approximation is explored and utilized by mining the semantic crosscorrelation between text information, with an attempt to improve the effect of event mining. An effective way is to mine the semantic cross-correlation between them by using the distribution characteristics of the statistical characters in NDKs, as shown in Table 1 .
2) HIGH-LEVEL SEMANTIC CROSS-CORRELATION MINING
Generally, web videos are full of noisy items, uploaded by general users. Noisy items would diminish the performance of event mining. Thus, feature selection is the first step for textual feature pruning. In order to better explore the associations of NDKs and events, Table 1 is constructed to describe the correspondence between terms and NDKs. Each row in the matrix represents one NDK and the columns represent whether the corresponding words (terms) occurred in the NDK, except the last column which indicates the category (label) to which the NDK belongs. For example, both NDK u and NDK v contain ''Opening'' and ''Song'', which indicates the theme ''Beijing Olympic Opening Songs''. Thus, each NDK has its corresponding text described as word set T consisting of a certain number of words, which can be represented in Equation (1).
where t n represents the nth term. For example, T (NDK u ) denotes the term set corresponding to NDK u , and it can be expressed as T (NDK u ) ={t 1 , t 2 , t 4 }. Similarly, NDK v can also be expressed as T (NDK v ) ={t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }. It is easy to see that t 1 and t 2 are common terms for NDK u and NDK v , which indicates that they are semantically relevant. Thus, high-level semantic cross-correlation mining between NDKs would provide valuable information for event mining. This matrix can then be used to find the statistics of the distribution of the words in all NDKs. Finally, the corresponding relation matrix NT is generated (as presented in Table 2 ), where each element NT ij in NT is defined in Equation (2).
where TF i,j is the frequency for word T i appeared in NDK j , N j is the number of terms for NDK j , DF i is the number of NDKs which contain the ith term T i , and N means the number of NDKs.
However, due to the difference of individual knowledge level and cognitive ability, different people may have different understanding and interest in the text description for the same picture. In this way, different words will be used to describe the same theme, which will lead to the text distribution of each NDK corresponding word set having its own characteristics. For example, the text distribution value of the word set corresponding to NDK u is higher than NDK v (as shown in Table 2 ). These significant features of NDK can easily lead to the instability of NDK corresponding text information characteristics. That is, the corresponding value cannot accurately reflect the distribution of the text information. Therefore, the deviation between the text distribution value of each word and the overall semantic features of the NDK's corresponding word set NT (as illustrated in Equation (3)) is considered for each NDK. The overall semantic features of the corresponding word set of NDK u are represented by NT (as given in Equation (4)). Taking NDK u as an example, the equations are as follows.
where t n represents the nth term. u denotes the number that NT NDK u ,t is not zero. NT NDK u ,t represents the distributed value of term t in NDK u . NT NDK u means the overall semantic features of corresponding word set for NDK u .
where NT NDK u ,t represents the distribution value of term t in NDK u . u denotes the number that NT NDK u ,t is not zero, and n is the total number of NDKs. n i=1 NT NDK u,t represents the sum of the values for each term in the term set corresponding to NDK u .
As each NT not only contains the semantic features of the corresponding terms, but also integrates the semantic features of the word set corresponding to the whole NDK, it solves the problem of the text distribution of the single NDK corresponding word set caused by the differences in language use and hobbies from the people uploaded the videos, and enhances the robustness of text features. Thus, we can judge the similarity between NDKs by the semantic association of text information between NDKs. The more commonly used words between NDKs, the richer the semantic association, which means the greater the similarity between NDKs.
As shown in Table 2 , all the term sets corresponding to all the NDKs capture their associations through the semantic relationships among the NDKs. Equation (5) calculates the similarity value between NDK u and NDK v , where NT NDK v,t is obtained in Equation (3). Molecules measure the distribution of the terms in the word set corresponding to NDK u and NDK v by taking the average of the sum of the products of two NDKs, i.e., the similarity of NT variation and the standard deviation of the denominator are used to measure the deviation of each NT value from the average value.
Therefore, Sim(NDK u , NDK v ) can eliminate the influence of variable dimensions, calculate the similarity of two units of the NDKs, mine the visual correlations of the NDKs, find the keyframes that are misallocated to different NDKs, and find the NDKs with different representations for the same content. These similarity values can then be combined to form a new set of the NDKs. The value range of Sim(NDK u , NDK v ) is between −1 and 1. When Sim(NDK u , NDK v ) is greater than zero, it indicates a positive correlation between NDK u and NDK v . When Sim(NDK u , NDK v ) is less than zero, there is a negative correlation between them. Sim(NDK u , NDK v ) = 0 means no correlation between NDK u and NDK v . The greater the absolute value of Sim(NDK u , NDK v ), the stronger the correlation between NDK u and NDK v . Therefore, the visual approximate keyframe set U = {NDK u , NDK v , · · · } related to the NDKs can be obtained by the similarity values between NDKs. The results are shown in Table 3 . Both the semantic associations between NDKs and text distribution values NT are fused to compute the similarity between NDKs. In this way, we can find keyframes which are misallocated to different NDKs with the same contents but different forms of expressions. Finally, we can form a new set of NDKs which are visually relevant. Table 3 , it is easy to find that the corresponding terms of NDK u are ''Opening'', ''Song'', ''Music'', etc.; the corresponding terms for NDK v are ''Opening'', ''Song'', ''Olympic'', etc.; whereas ''music'' and ''Olympic'' are scattered in different NDKs, resulting in the sparsity problem of text distribution information. Though two terms may not appear in the corresponding word sets of two NDKs, they may help enhance the semantic association mining. That is, t 3 may also be used to describe NDK u , and t 4 may be used to describe NDK v .
3) SPARSITY OF TEXT DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION ENRICHMENT

As shown in
Therefore, all the words in the term set corresponding to NDK u and NDK v are considered. That is, using I = T (NDK u ) ∪ T (NDK v ) to know that I = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 }, which enriches the semantic information of NDKs on the basis of the semantic associations between NDKs. In the meantime, through the text information corresponding to each NDK with stable text characteristics, it reflects the distribution of each term in the corresponding word set of the NDK, which is objective and accurate and eliminates its own influence NT .
As shown in Table 3 , through the new NDK set U , we can find richer semantic information for NDK sets that are visually similar to NDK u and can highlight the importance of terms that appear less frequently or only once in the NDK. For example, t 1 and t 2 can also use the visually related NDKs to find the lost semantic information, such as t 3 . Therefore, in order to solve the text sparsity problem, Equation (6) can be used to recalculate the distributions of terms in each NDK. We use the semantic information of the word set corresponding to each NDK from the visual approximate keyframe set U = {NDK u , NDK v ,· · · } which is similar to NDK u , such as the semantic information of the word set corresponding to NT NDK u,t according to Equation (6) . Then the similarity sim(NDK u , NDK v ) between NDKs is taken as the weight.
Since the term value NT of each term distribution of each NDK's corresponding word set has its own characteristics, such as the differences of the knowledge level and cognitive ability of the video uploaders, different people may have different understandings and hobbies and different words will be used for text descriptions for the same picture, resulting in higher or lower values for the text distribution of the corresponding word set. We make use of the overall text feature of each NDK's corresponding word set NT NDK u,t (as in Equation (7)) to make the predicted value of the text distribution of the corresponding word set more in line with the characteristics and accuracy of the NDK itself, thus solving the problem of sparse data. The results are shown in Table 4 .
where NT NDK u,t is calculated according to Equation (3), NT NDK u ,t represents the distribution value of term t in NDK u , u denotes the number that NT NDK u ,t is not zero, and n is the total number of NDKs.
D. MCA
MCA consists of two parts: training and testing. One half of the data is randomly selected as the training set and the other data as the testing set. The training set is used to illustrate the whole MCA process, but the testing part will not be repeated. As shown in Table 5 , each NT ij represents the distribution weight of term T i in NDK. It can be further divided into several feature pairs:
For example, the distribution feature about ''Opening'' is discretized into two feature-value pairs: F 1 1 and F 2 1 . After the feature distribution weights of each word in all NDKs are divided into feature-value pairs, the similarity between each feature-value pair and all events can be calculated by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is an important basis for calculating the similarity between NDK and events. If one topic has m events and n NDKs, and the distribution characteristics of term i (T i ) are divided into j i feature-value pairs, then we can establish the relationship between them to a matrix Z , whose matrix size is n × (j i + m). MCA does not perform any operation on the indicator matrix, mainly analyzing its inner product, namely Z T Z , called Burt table, which is a symmetric matrix with the size of (j i + m) × (j i + m). After getting this matrix, we apply SVD variation to the corresponding matrix obtained by centering and standardizing. Since most of the total variance can be captured by the first two principal components [30] , the eigenvalue pair and class are projected into a two-dimensional space composed of the first and second principal components, where the eigenvalue pair is the first principal component and the event is the second principal component. For more descriptions of these two components, please refer to [31] . As shown in Figure 4 , if the feature F 1 of term i (T i ) has been divided into four feature-value pairs (i.e., F 1 1 , F 2 1 , F 3 1 , and F 4 1 ), we can use several points to describe the feature-value pairs in the figure, and the abscissa represents the two events to be divided (E 1 and E 2 ). Generally, the smaller the angle between the eigenvalue pair and the event is, the stronger the correlation between the eigenvalue pair and the event is. Therefore, the similarity between each eigenvalue pair and all events can be calculated by using the cosine value of the included angle (e.g., the angle between F 1 1 and E 1 is a 1 1 ) to obtain the correlations between all feature-value pairs and events. Here, F 1 1 can be treated as the correlation between F 1 1 and E 1 . Let i be the number of features for each term, j be the number of partitions for each feature, and F j i be the feature-value pair. The way of calculating the weight W j i,r is shown in Equation (8) . If the feature-value pair F j i has a higher relationship with event E r , then the angle between them should be smaller than 90 degrees.
Next, the average of the eigenvalues of all the words in each NDK is obtained to get the similarity between each NDK and all the events (as shown in Equation (9)), where W j i,r is calculated using Equation (8) and n means the number of featurevalue pairs for all terms appearing in NDK k . The greater the calculated weight between NDK k and E r , the closer the relationship between them.
Finally, the similarity values of each NDK and all events are sorted in the descending order. The largest difference between two adjacent events is used as the threshold value, and then the value is set after the largest difference to negative and the rest to positive.
For each topic, Equation (10) is applied to calculate the correlations between each NDK and all events.
where |NDK s E q | means the number of web videos which are in both NDK s and event E q . |NDK s | means the number of web videos containing keyframes appeared in NDK s . E q means the qth event. Finally, the videos represented by each NDK are classified to the most relevant events, mainly based on the similarity between the NDK and the event.
In addition, the ground truths are classified manually based on Wikipedia and Google search results.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASET
The experiment mainly uses the data in [28] to evaluate and compare our proposed framework. More details about the dataset information are shown in Table 6 , which consists of 11,734 web videos, 43,489 NDKs, 48,398 text terms and 115 events. Usually, each topic contains multiple events. Taking ''Kosovo Independence'' as an example, it contains 5 events: ''Kosovo Independence Rally'', ''Kosovo on Brink of Independece'', ''Kosovo Independence'', ''Protest Against Kosovo'', and ''Kosovo Independence Anniversary''. We randomly selected 15 topics for the experiment, including topics with different characteristics. For example, some topics lasted for a long period of four years, some topics lasted only for several months, some topics had a certain periodicity, and others had no periodicity. Therefore, the data in this experiment is representative enough to fully verify the validity and generalization of the experiment. To be fair, the events with less than five videos are treated as noise by default. For each topic, we randomly select a half of the NDKs as the training set and the rest as the test set.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to better evaluate and compare the experimental results, the classic Precision (Pre), Recall (Re), and F1 measure (F1) are adopted as the experimental evaluation metrics (as shown in Equations (11), (12) , and (13), respectively [31] ).
where B + i is the number of videos which are correctly grouped by cluster A i , and B i is the number of samples in ground truth. Because F1 takes into account both the advantages of Precision and Recall, F1 is taken as the main way to evaluate the experimental results.
In order to test the effect of our proposed framework more comprehensively, a lot of comparative experiments with four classical methods (denoted as FT _T , CC_V , FT _T + V and MCA) are conducted. FT _T is based on the feature trajectory using terms [10] . Term feature trajectories from web videos are taken as an effective feature to calculate the similarity between videos. According to the corresponding relationship between text and visual characteristics in videos, the correlation between videos can be obtained indirectly by calculating the correlations between texts in videos, and then event mining can be carried out. CC_V uses the approach in [12] for visual NDK-level clustering. It detects the relationships among tags with bursty tag co-occurrences. FT _T + V is a fusion method in [28] . This method mines the events focusing on the combination of co-occurrence and feature trajectory for textual information. MCA is based on the method in [33] . MCA uses the textual distribution characteristics to mine the correlations between NDKs and events. It not only reduces the semantic gap between text and video features, but also provides an effective way for the fusion of text and visual information.
All the experimental results are shown in Table 7 . It is obvious from the table that our proposed framework performs the better than all the other methods, with the improvements about 13% to 35% (F1) compared to the baselines. The best results are obtained in Recall and F1.
For FT _T , because of the noise characteristics of text information, its performance is no better than that of the model using only the visual features. The average F1 value of FT _T is only 0.20, but it is still better than that of CC_V .
For CC_V , it gets a very high Precision value. The average Precision over 15 topics reaches 0.89. It means that if web videos contained by the same NDK, these web videos usually belong to the same event. NDK detection among web videos also connects videos with similar visual contents. However, the values about Recall and F1 are lower than other methods, while the average Recall is as low as 0.06. It means that it is less noisy for the visual content information compared to textual information, with high Precision values. However, video editing, lighting, shooting perspective, shooting angle, and other factors result in the inaccurate visual similarity detection problem. This can easily lead to a limited number of NDKs among videos and just a small portion of videos have NDKs. Moreover, many web videos belong to the same event without NDKs, so these web videos cannot be grouped into relevant events. Thus, the Recall value is very low with only the NDK information. In fact, each event is usually composed of several completely different or partially different visual scenes. Because CC_V just groups one scene, it is not easy to mine all videos to events. Moreover, each scene for one NDK cannot establish the links to the other NDKs with different kinds of visual scenes. In fact, the textual semantic information can be separated into many visual scenes in the visual field, while the method based on the visual content information can only group one scene together with similar contents, resulting in missing much more web videos with different scenes.
For the FT _T + V method, it tries to combine cooccurrence and feature trajectory in [28] . Thus, it can achieve relatively good results than FT _T and CC_V , but it is still not good enough. The average F1 value reaches 0.30, as the visual near-duplicate feature trajectories of NDKs are not consistent. The reason remains that video editing, lighting, shooting perspective, shooting angle, and other factors result in the inaccurate NDK detection problem, which leads to the fact that NDK-based features are inaccurate and unstable. The features based on the NDKs can only aggregate the keyframes of the same visual approximation into the NDKs. In order to get more useful information from visual features and provide more help in event mining, it has become more and more urgent to gather more visual keyframes related to themes but not identical scenes to the corresponding NDKs. This inspires us to develop the proposed novel method to address the issue.
For MCA, it tries to capture the correspondence between terms and events, through the characteristics of the distribution about the terms appeared in each NDK. More NDKs without the visual content association can be mined as long as they are marked by the relevant terms. That is, although it is not visually relevant, it has certain relevance in semantics. However, because of the differences in expression habits, languages, and ways of expressions, the effect of extracting features from the video tagging information is still poor. Therefore, its Precision value is the lowest. This also motivates us to develop a novel solution to enrich the semantic information of all NDKs, which avoids the sparsity of textual information influenced by educational backgrounds, semantic habits, and other factors, and improves the accuracy of text information. On the other hand, more abundant and accurate text information can be used to improve the effectiveness for event mining based on visual features.
From Table 7 , we can find that compared with other methods, our proposed framework achieves better results. The Recall and F1 values have been greatly improved, and the improved recall values increase the F1 values. As a result, the best F1 value can even reach 0.66. In addition, the Precision value has also been improved to a certain extent, which shows that although the text information verified by method FT _T is full of noise, the visual features verified by method CC_V are very accurate. Only by finding an effective way to combine the visual and textual Information, not only more NDKs with different scenes but the same theme can be found, but also the effectiveness of event mining is improved. From Table 7 , it is not difficult to observe that important events usually have some important keyframes. Therefore, visual features have the characteristics of accurate information, which plays an important role in event mining. However, it also shows that the visual content is not enough. Compared with visual information, text information contains less information and more noise, but it contains more semantic information. It can mine more videos with more forms. Therefore, they have strong complementary characteristics in this respect, which is the fundamental reason why our proposed framework can achieve better results than the other methods. That is, the characteristics of data determine their advantages and disadvantages and thus reasonable data fusion can help achieve better results. Although MCA establishes a bridge between text and visual information, the inaccurate visual near duplicate detection for NDKs and the sparse text information greatly affect the performance of MCA. It can be found from the experiments that our proposed framework is able to better solve the aforementioned two problems. Compared with the MCA method, our proposed framework greatly improves the Precision, Recall, and F1 values. This fully demonstrates the advantages of our proposed framework, which are feasible and generalizable.
Overall, it can be observed that the sparse text information is an important factor affecting event mining. Since both FT _T + V and FT _T have relatively low Recall results, our proposed framework (denoted as ProposedModel) attempts to find a way to improve the Recall values by increasing visual expressions with the same theme. In fact, the visual differences between NDKs are too large and it is too difficult to cluster NDKs with more themes but un-related to visual expressions. Therefore, the proposed method of clustering NDKs by high-level semantic associations among NDKs can achieve better results than the other methods.
V. CONCLUSION
Faced with the increasing number of network videos, how to quickly and effectively mine and seize the main events is a difficult and urgent task. Visual similarity detection has always been hampered by the fact that low-level visual features are difficult to adapt to the rich and colorful visual manifestations of the same theme. It is difficult to gather multiple forms of videos under the same theme only by using the visual features alone. Although text information provides high-level semantic links between videos, the web videos uploaded by general users are often limited to the use of limited texts to describe the main contents of the videos, which easily results in a very small amount of text information. In addition, factors such as educational backgrounds and user's habits make the ways and the methods of describing exactly the same video content different from each other. This results in the problem of text sparsity, which brings a great challenge to the use of text information. To address the challenges of visual similarity detection and text information sparseness, a novel collaborative optimization framework is proposed for web video mining. The experimental results show that the model can effectively improve web video event mining. However, with the new phenomenon that some important shots do not repeat the keyframes, more studies to find more crosscorrelation information between videos will be investigated as the future work. 
